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Using Weight to See if I Have Enough Yarn 

 

This is an example of how to use the weight of both the swatch and total yarn available to 

determine whether there is enough yarn to complete the project envisioned. 

Europa Cardigan 

 

I am considering knitting a short cardigan with 3/4 length sleeves from Europa yarn as the test 

of Amy Herzog’s Custom Fit. I am not sure about whether I have enough yarn. These are my 

calculations to see. 

 

The swatch I knit was 5½ inches times 5½ inches and weighs 10½ grams.   

 

 

The math: 

 

Swatch width  5.5” 

Swatch length x 5.5“ 

Total area = 30.25 sq “ 

 

 

 

Total yarn weight  450 gms 
Weight of swatch -/- 10.5 gms 
Total swatch equivalents = 43 
Area of swatch equivalent x 30.25 sq “ 
Total possible area = 1300 sq “ 

 

Result:  I estimate that I have enough yarn for 1300 square inches of knitted fabric. 

 

To estimate how many square inches I need, I laid out a simplified version of the sweater.  I 

don’t if these measurements are accurate; I need to get the results of entering everything into 

the software. But for explanation purposes. . . 

 

 I am using a diagram with a dropped shoulder. The pattern will have a set in shoulder 

but this will work for an estimate, since a dropped shoulder has more fabric than a more 

tailored one.  

 I’m not deducting any area for the neck line.  

 I am treating the two side triangles on the sleeve as one 3 inch by 12 inch rectangle.  
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The math: 

Width of body  20”  Width of sleeve side  3” 

Length of body x 22”  Length of sleeve side x 12” 

Total area of back = 440 sq “  Area of sleeve side = 36 sq ” 

 x 2   x 2 

Total area of back & front  880 sq “  Area of both sleeve sides  72  sq ” 

       

Width of sleeve center  10”     

Length of sleeve center x 12”  Total area of back & front  880 sq “ 

Area of sleeve center = 120 sq ”  Area of both sleeve centers + 240 sq “ 

 x 2  Area of both sleeve sides + 72  sq ” 

Area of both sleeve centers = 240 sq “  Total sweater area = 1192 sq “ 

 

So, I have enough yarn to create 1300 square inches and estimate that the sweater I want to 

make will involve about 1200 square inches.  Given the rough estimates I am using, it might 

work but then again, it might not. 

 


